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Well Control School Becomes First Well Control Training  
Provider to Offer ESG Training in Combination with Their Classes 

 
New Training Programs Stamped ESG Compliant by Twin Horse Environmental 

 
HOUSTON, March 7, 2023 - Well Control School today announced the launch of The ESG OpS Training 
Program. Deemed ESG compliant by Twin Horse Environmental, the new program is the first of its kind 
for the well control industry, reflecting WCS’s position as a leader in meeting a new generation of 
industry challenges. A critical part of the risk analysis process that continues to grow in importance, ESG 
(Environmental, Social, and Governance) reporting provides investors insight into a company's 
environmental impact which can have a significant leverage on its short- and long-term value.   
 
“With international market pressure for investors to divest from energy companies that are not 
prioritizing in ESG increasing, Twin Horse Environmental created a comprehensive training program that 
will enable our students and companies to earn Certificates in ESG Compliance,” said Ryan Hays of WCS. 
“The ESG OpS program expands training beyond traditional well control topics to ensure students 
understand ESG through risk management / risk assessment, how it fits into their everyday work, and 
how to make impactful decisions for their companies.” 

A Pathway to Better Performance 

By making ESG training and awareness part of their well control training classes, WCS is assisting 
companies that participate in the program to be better equipped to achieve their ESG goals, providing a 
competitive advantage that can lead to improved financial benefits, stronger ties with stakeholders, and 
more sustainable long-term operations.  

Bringing Three Levels of ESG Training to the Oilfield 
 
This comprehensive program is divided into 3 distinct levels to facilitate a company’s options to better 
target their employees, providing awareness classes for most personnel to in-depth training for upper 
management and HSE professionals. Classes include, ESG Awareness (1 hr.), ESG Training (4 hrs.), and 
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ESG Mastery (8 hrs.). The new ESG Awareness Training will be offered free with every Well Control 
Supervisor course and upon request, the 4hr and 8hr version are available as stand-alone classes. In 
keeping with the high standards of WCS, all program instructors have attended intense training and 
have been deemed authorized to administer the ESG Ops classes by Twin Horse Environmental. As a 
global training provider, WCS is certified to provide IADC and IWCF certified classes worldwide at all 
levels for their customers. 
 
“As the authorizing agent for The ESG OpS Training Program, we are proud to have worked with WCS on 
this important new initiative,” said Monica P. Cervantes, Owner of Twin Horse Environmental. “The 
program will help more oil and gas companies know the best practices for creating a solid risk 
management plan and how to create a culture that has a greater understanding of ESG.” 
 
Investing in the Future 

The parent company of WCS, RPC, Inc. continues to invest in ESG across its companies, giving rise to 
innovative solutions and reinforcing why RPC is a partner of choice for its customers. Examples of this 
commitment to ESG excellence include RPC’s early participation in the FracFocus hydraulic fracturing 
chemical registry where it voluntarily reported data before many peers and the Company’s significant 
ongoing investments in technology and process improvements aimed at reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

  

More About Well Control School 
 
For more than 40 years, Well Control School, An RPC, Inc. Company, has been the leader in well control 
training worldwide. Our history, instructors, and experience continue to drive us to offer the most 
dynamic training methods worldwide and on-demand 24/7. WCS is engaging all generations of 
professionals by providing a more comprehensive range of knowledge resources and leveraging in-
person effectiveness with technological efficiency utilizing many cutting-edge training methods.  Visit us 
at www.wellcontrol.com. 
 
More About Twin Horse Environmental 
 
Twin Horse Environmental is your business improvement partner. We have shaped best business 
practices for over 10 years, helping organizations around the world embed excellence, build 
competence and capability for sustainable growth.  Twin Horse Environmental, a minority woman-
owned company, strives to deliver health, safety, and environmental services to empower and build 
successful businesses. Visit us at www.twinhorse.us. 
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